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Abstract 

 

The thesis focuses on nonlinear phenomena occurring due to the interaction of intense 

short pulse laser with plasma. The foremost effect in high density plasma is resonance 

absorption in which relativistic increase in electron mass due to the pulse has a strong 

influence on absorption. The relativistic mass variation also leads to self-phase modulation of 

the laser, causing relativistic frequency broadening of the pulse. We have presented a 

scenario for resonant third harmonic generation where the laser reflected from the critical 

layer beats with the incoming laser to form a density ripple that helps achieve phase matching 

for the third harmonic. At low densities a scheme of efficient generation of terahertz radiation 

has been forwarded. The thesis also develops an analytical model for ion Coulomb explosion.  

We develop a theoretical formalism of nonlinear resonance absorption of obliquely 

incident laser in an inhomogeneous plasma. The laser gets reflected back from the turning 

point but evanescent field tunnels to the critical layer. When the tunnelling distance is low the 

field acquires a large value. In that case strong absorption of laser occurs, leading to rapid 

heating of electrons. However, the locations of turning point and critical point shift with laser 

amplitude; thus different segments of the laser pulse suffer different amount of absorption. 
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The absorption coefficient maximizes at an optimum angle of incidence. The absorption 

coefficient increases with laser amplitude when interaction length is of the order of a few 

laser wavelengths.  

In the case of short pulse laser we study the dynamics of critical layer. Different 

segments of the pulse suffer reflection from different plasma densities due to intensity 

dependent relativistic electron mass. For the rising portion of the pulse, the critical layer acts 

like a mirror moving in the forward direction, giving rise to red shift in the frequency of the 

reflected laser. In the trailing portion of the pulse, the critical layer moves in the backward 

direction giving rise to blue shift. The effect is more pronounced for high intensity laser with 

shorter pulse lengths and in plasmas of longer density scale length. The shift in reflected 

pulse frequency is 2 ( 1) /n mL c      , where nL is density scale length, m is relativistic 

mass factor,   is pulse duration and   is frequency.  
  

 

For long pulses impinged on a foil target, we develop a model of density ripple 

formation in the expanding plasma on the front side of the foil. The reflected laser beats with 

the density ripple to produce resonant third harmonic when the local plasma frequency is 

2 / 3p  , where   is the frequency of the laser. The third harmonic amplitude initially 

rises with the interaction length and then saturates. It also increases with the density scale 

length of the plasma but decreases with the frequency of the laser. 

We develop a formalism of terahertz radiation generation by the nonlinear mixing of 

two co-propagating short pulse lasers in a rippled density magnetized plasma, allowing for 

the effect of pulse slippage. The laser ponderomotive force induced electron drift couples 

with the density ripple to produce a nonlinear current that resonantly drives the terahertz at 

the beat frequency. Density ripple provides the phase matching while the magnetic field, 

transverse to the direction of laser propagation, provides a transverse component to current 
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density. However, group velocity mismatch between the lasers and the THz wave causes 

slippage of the THz pulse from the laser pulses, leading to saturation of the terahertz wave. 

The ripple wave number decreases with the terahertz frequency. The normalized THz 

amplitude decreases with the normalised THz Frequency. 

Finally we develop an analytical model of laser self-channelling in an under dense 

plasma. For a laser of finite spot size, the channel is taken to be completely electron 

evacuated upto a radius 0r . At the channel boundary, 0r r , the ponderomotive force on 

electrons is balanced with the space charge force. The TM eigen mode laser turns out to 

possess Bessel function field profile in the interior and modified Bessel function outside.The 

radial space charge electric field in the channel causes Coulomb explosion of ions on the time 

scale of ion plasma period. The channel radius increases with laser intensity and the ratio of 

laser frequency to plasma frequency. The maximum energy gain by the ions increases with 

increasing channel radius or increasing plasma density. 
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